Hedgehog Class Maths Planning for week beginning 8/6/20

Thursday

Wed

Tuesday

Monday

Learning objective

Overview and activity

fluency

Subitise numbers - Play the song video. Can you subitise by saying the number of dots before the
number appears https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yyz_OycV4A

Money – To know
the value of coins

Click the link and put the coins in the correct order starting with the lowest amount.
http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/working_with_coins/eng/Introduction/InteractiveWhiteboar
dActivity.htmActivity: Pay the correct amount using 1p and 2p coins
I bought a cake for 8p. I paid the exact amount using 1p coins. Show me.
I bought a muffin for 10p. I paid the exact amount using 2p coins. Show me.
I chose a cake costing 5p. I have 1p and 2p coins in my purse. Show me how I can pay.

fluency

Subitise numbers – Play the video. Can you subitise numbers 1-10? If you find any difficult, pause and
look at the dot arrangement. Can you see two groups of numbers e.g. 4 and 2 make 6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ib5Gf3GIzAg

Money – To count
in 2’s

Make a line of pairs of shoes. Can you count them in 2’s?
Activity: Pay the correct amount using 1p and 2p coins
Choose a cake to buy. How many 1p coins do you need to pay the exact amount?
How many 2p coins do you need to pay the exact amount?
The birthday cake cost 9p. Can you pay the exact amount using only 2p coins? Why?

Money

See whole school maths sheet.
Activity: Complete activity on first page, then try the Hedgehogs class challenge.

fluency

Subitise numbers – Play the subitise pirate song. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1L8bIDeW5co

Money – count on
from 10

Count 10 1p coins onto a 10’s frame. Ten 1p coins is the same as one 10p coin. Activity: Choose an
item to buy costing between 11p - 19p. Start with 10p coin and count on with 1p’s to pay the exact
amount.
Subitise numbers – spread out 6 pieces of paper. Arrange 4-6 1p coins in different ways on each piece
of paper (see examples to right). Play game - Call a number (4, 5 or 6) and the child has to run and
stand next the correct piece of paper.

Friday

fluency

money

Make a paper ice cream. Choose if your ice cream will cost 5p, 10p, 15p or 20p.
Activity: You have 1p, 2p and 10p coins in your purse. Which coins will you use to pay the exact
amount for your ice cream? Can you show me another way to pay?

Resources
See lesson PowerPoint slide images on
Dojo

See lesson PowerPoint slide images on
Dojo

See lesson PowerPoint slide images on
Dojo

